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SHOWCASE
Memorial Park Bosnjaci – Zagreb, Croatia

Siteco and Traxon, two Osram subsidiaries, created the lighting systems that illuminate the Memorial Park
Bosnjaci in Zagreb, Croatia’s capital city. Siteco DL 20 LED outdoor luminaires provide pleasant and consistent
lighting in the surrounding park, while Traxon Liner XB luminaires cast a gentle and dignified glow over the central
monument. Dedicated to all the Bosnians who lost their lives during the war in Croatia, the monument comprises
white stone slabs and 30 dark-grey marble plates each engraved with images of war victims. The strong contrast
that was required, and the special characteristics of the stone surfaces, presented unique challenges for the
lighting installation. However, Traxon’s Liner XB Dynamic White, which is designed for illuminating architectural
details and features outstanding lumen output for both indoor and outdoor applications, easily rose to the task.
Allowing for separate installations, the external power supply enabled the fixtures to be easily installed within the
restricted space available. The Liner XB Dynamic White can be set to create a three-dimensional effect ensuring
that the white contours of the inscriptions clearly stand out from the dark surfaces. Siteco’s DL20 LED won over
the decision makers with its proven performance. Featuring symmetric light distribution, it is equipped with the
Plus performance package for variable light management scenarios and night-time reduction. Light loss through
stray beams is minimized, ensuring the night sky is uncontaminated by wasteful emissions. The final lighting
design is a result of the successful cooperation between Mr. Mesud Buzimkic (the project architect), the Lighting
department of City of Zagreb and two Osram subsidiaries - Siteco and Traxon.
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PROJECT DETAILS
Category: Architectural
Location: Zagreb, Croatia
Client: City of Zagreb

Liner XB

Architect: Mesud Buzimkic
Installer: OSRAM Croatia
Constructor: Elicom d.o.o. Zagreb
Other Products Used: Siteco DL 20 LED
Completion Date: November 2012
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